SMART
Conveyor T-Series

Superior Engineering
Superior Performance
Our T-series, twin-chain drag conveyors provide unmatched performance for handling large volumes of material. They’re highly refined, modular, and allow wide customization of shapes, sizes, and material options.

Features

• Designed to handle large volumes of bulk material
• Equipped with two, ultra-strong chains made with oversized pins and bushings (ultimate strength 184,300 lbs; yield strength 175,800 lbs)
• Head assembly removable for easy access¹
• Available in 36”, 48”, 60”, and 72” widths
• 1/4”-thick sidewalls
• Standard bottom pan: 7 gauge carbon steel with 3/16” AR 400 floor liner
• Segmented, B-hub sprockets
• Direct drive with shaft-mounted gearboxes — no chains, no guards, less maintenance, better safety
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